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RAISING BOBWHITE QUAIL FOR COMMERCIAL USE
 

The following topics are discussed in this publication:
• Management (The Key to Success)
• Marketing Tips • Breeding Stock
• Managing Breeders 
• Egg Care and Incubation
 • Brooding
• Growout
 • Preventing Disease Outbreaks
• Quail Diseases and Parasites
 • Feeding Bobwhite Quail
 • Cannibalism
 • Feathering
 • Handling Quail
• Releasing Quail
 • Agencies and Organizations
 
Few thrills are as exciting as the sudden whir of a bobwhite covey
rise, especially to a hunter. You may be fortunate enough to have a
dependable dog allowing you to get set while he holds a beautiful



point. Even so, when the birds burst forth in all directions, your eyes
tend to blur, your heart pounds, your palms sweat-- in spite of this
you recover to fire away and claim your downed bird or birds,
depending on your accuracy. Often you are accused by your partner
of claiming birds you did not hit; however, we know it was your
partner that missed, not you.
The bobwhite quail has become important to the economy of
Mississippi. Though no exact figures are presently available, it is
estimated that several million bobwhite quail are annually being
produced in the state. These quail are used on private and public
hunting preserves, for wildlife release, and for commercial meat sale
purposes.
State and federal wildlife agencies have done an excellent job of
preventing rapid depletion of wild game. In recent years, however,
finding a place to hunt has presented a problem. Since about 75
percent of the nation's land is privately owned and more land is being
used daily for industry needs and highways, along with the pressure
from a population increase of over 5,000 a day, the hunter of today
faces a problem of finding no place to hunt. And this problem will be
even greater for future hunters.
The solution lies in the hands of landowners who are interested and
who have the ability to operate private and public hunting preserves
successfully as a supplement to areas provided by state and federal
game agencies.
This circular is designed to assist those who have already ventured or
who may venture info raising game birds in an effort to supply the
growing demand by hunting preserves and restaurants and for
wildlife release. There are many ways of raising bobwhite quail. We
present our opinions based on your experiences and our contacts with
you growers concerning management and health problems.
 Take the information in this circular, adapt to your situation, and,
most of all, use plain old common horse sense "You'll be a successful
bobwhite quail producer."
Your local Soil Conservation Service personnel will be of invaluable
assistance regarding best use of farm land to naturally propagate
bobwhite quail or released quail. And local ASCS (Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service) personnel will provide
information of any financial assistance avail-able for wildlife
establishment and conservation.
Without proper feed and cover, no amount of stocking with pen-
reared birds or attempting to improve the present quail population
will result in good quail populations. Spend a little time and money,
contact agencies for assistance, and plan ahead for improving quail



habitat--nature will do the rest.
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 MANAGEMENT (The Key to Success)

The difference between good management and poor management is
the difference between a profit or a loss. Over 80 percent of all the
health problems brought to the diagnostic laboratory could have been
prevented by paying closer attention to sound basic principles of
management and small daily details. It is far cheaper to prevent
diseases than it is to treat them. Often there are no proved treatments
available; and even where treatments are available, there is no
guarantee they will work. Good management is the answer to the
problem.

Always remember that quail are living beings, that you have stressed
them by taking them out of their natural environment, that you have
crowded them into close quarters, and that in so doing they are 100
percent dependent on you, the producer, and that you alone make the
business a success or failure. When you accept this concept, you will
then have the right perspective to succeed at quail raising.
Laws and Regulations

There are certain rules, laws, and regulations applicable to bobwhite
quail rearing and marketing in Mississippi. For information and
details contact local game wardens or the Mississippi Wildlife,
Fisheries and Parks, 2906 North State Street, Jackson, MS 39216.
These personnel will help you in any way they can. Contact them
before purchasing bobwhite quail or quail eggs for commercial
production.

Assistance Available

Your local county agent will gladly advise you as to planting dates
and sources of plants suitable to encourage natural propagation.
Extension personnel also can supply free pamphlets on rearing quail
and assistance with quail management or health problems.

MARKETING TIPS

Marketing should always be a number one consideration. It you are



considering going into the business of raising quail or you are already
in the business, you have one major objective to make a profit. The
love of working with bobwhite and pride and pleasure of producing a
top bird certainly contribute to success, but unless you market your
product for a profit, your love, pride, and pleasure will be short-lived.
Many producers contract a year or two ahead for the sale of their
birds or eggs. Such contracts are excellent, but usually come only to
those who have proved they will provide the quality bird desired. If
you expect customers to return, you must provide what they want, or
else convince them they have a need for what you have produced.

Ending the production year with mature birds on hand, other than
selected breeders, is not desirable. You cannot justify the expense of
carrying these birds over to next season. Too many producers are
losing money because of failure to market all of their birds. Here are
some suggestions to assist you with marketing.

• Become a member of the Mississippi Game Bird Association. You
can make many valuable contacts with both producers and customers.

•Join the Southeastern Game Bird Breeders and Hunting Preserve
Association. This organization will help you in many ways, one of
which is marketing.

• Join the North American Game Breeders Association. Attend their
annual meeting; you'll make some profitable contacts.

• Advertise, advertise, and advertise some more. It does not cost it
pays. Be certain the ads are attractive, clear, and concise. An ad or
brochure that looks sloppy will not gain sales; seek local printers'
advice and assistance.

• Keep a neat farm. A prospective customer judges you by the
appearance of your farm.

• Sell yourself. Make the first impression a good one. Know the
business thoroughly. Show interest in the customer and answer all
questions with enthusiasm. Require employees also to present neat
appearances and pleasing personalities.

• Present the prospective customer with advantages you offer, but do
not run down fellow competitors to do this. You don't build yourself
up by tearing others down.

• Make every attempt to have a satisfied customer. Tell the customer
what you offer and then be sure to provide this and just a little more.



If you give a little more than is expected, your customer of today will
return and bring new customers.

• Never force a customer to accept birds not wanted. Even though
there may be a prior agreement, if the customer does not feel you
have produced what is desired, it is best not to force the issue. Accept
the refusal gracefully, and if the customer is worth keeping, attempt
to produce what is wanted next time. Locate someone else who would
be satisfied with the birds that were refused. Everyone does not
desire the same type of bird; what one refuses another may want. If
you receive two consecutive refusals from a prospective customer
and are satisfied you have produced a desirable bird, you may be
dealing with bargain hunters. Produce a good bird and demand a
good price with a clear conscience. Don't give a prospective buyer
the impression you are apologizing for your asking price; let the
customer feel an apology is due for paying so little.

• Always be honest with customers. Lies may sell a few birds, but
they do not tend to build future business. Your reputation gets
around; be sure it's a good one. A thought: "Every time you undersell
your product, you are setting its future price."

BREEDING STOCK

If you start with undesirable breeders, you end up with undesirable
offspring. It's just this simple; so be cautious when selecting breeder
stock from your stock or from someone else's. The following
suggestions help with selection of the best breeding stock:

• Buy only from reputable breeder dealers. Get the best breeder birds
available; your future in the business depends on good breeder stock.
The Mississippi Game Bird Association or Southeastern Game Bird
Breeders and Hunting Preserve Association can advise you of
dependable sources. Join these associations, you will get to know
other breeders throughout the region.

Locating a source of birds in your own area is always best since the
birds are acclimated and are exposed to your environmental
conditions and problems.
• Visit the breeder's farm, with permission, and look at the facilities,
birds, records, and equally important size up the management.
Usually a quick look around will tell a lot about an individual's
management. However, practice good disease security to prevent
spreading disease from or to your farm. If you plan to buy birds or



eggs –

• Check the breeders for conformation in size, shape, and color
according to the species.

• Check for off color, size, body or leg deformities, and other
abnormalities.
• Check records for past history of disease and mortality, if these
records are available.

• When purchasing eggs, insist on uniformity in size and shape of the
eggs. A large egg produces a large chick; small egg, a small chick.
An extra large egg seldom hatches. A mixture of sizes results in
unfair competition and can give the birds a poor and slow start.

• When purchasing chick quail for future breeding stock, check the
points mentioned above and then look for alertness and vigor in the
chick quail. Demand close culling; do not accept cull chicks with the
idea you can bring them out. If you plan to keep birds from your own
stock (this is most advisable), select those that show best growth,
stamina, and feathering. Save birds from your earlier hatches each
season prior to peak production. These birds usually are stronger,
healthier, lay more eggs, are more resistant to disease, and have
fewer blowouts during egg production.

Always save more birds than needed for breeder selection. This
allows for continual culling of undesirables as they appear and still
gives the number of breeders desired. Having a few extra cocks and
hens is advisable so you can quickly replace an infertile male or
nonproductive hen. The type breeder desired is determined by the
market. Larger birds are desired for table meat, but may not make
good flyers. Some hunting preserves, however, use these slow flyers
for beginners and poor shots A smaller bird (around 6-7 ounces) is
desirable for the hunting preserve catering to experienced hunters.
This size bird is more active and moves faster. Larger birds do not lay
as well as smaller birds of the same species.

For those who carry the same breeders over for 2, 3 or more years,
close observation and culling should be carried out throughout each
laying season. Using the same breeders for more than one laying
season can lower egg production, fertility, and hatchability with
weaker offspring, and less disease-resistant birds. With small
breeding operations it is often advisable to introduce unrelated
breeder stock at least every third year to prevent inbreeding problems.
You may exchange males with another breeder who has an unrelated



strain, purchase new birds, or buy eggs and raise your own new blood
line.

When bringing in new stock, it is advisable to quarantine these birds
for 3 weeks before placing with your stock. Then you can observe
them and eliminate any appearing to have a disease. Purchasing day-
old unrelated chicks or eggs from unrelated stock is highly
recommended for introducing new blood into your breeder stock.
Some large producers do not drag out egg production. Shortly after
peak production is reached, they cut off production.

They report that after peak production hatchability tends to get
poorer. As an individual producer you must determine whether
cutting off production is a good practice to follow. Often, because of
their individual attention to management, smaller producers surpass
achievements of larger producers.

The last, but not the least important, suggestion is to have your
breeders blood tested each season, prior to egg production, for
pullorum typhoid disease. Waiting to test until the birds are laying
affect egg production. A number of approved and qualified testing
agents are located throughout the state. Their names and addresses
are listed annually by the Mississippi Poultry Improvement
Association. Most chicken hatcheries have these lists, as do county
agents and Extension poultry specialists at Mississippi State
University. The cost for this work is very reasonable if you live near
one of the qualified testing agents.

However, a producer willing to take a few hours' training can do the
blood testing. If you want to qualify for this work, contact the official
state agent, National Poultry Improvement Plan, through your local
county agent. Necessary arrangements can be made for a visit to the
farm for instructions and required procedures.

MANAGING BREEDERS

 Each producer has ideas on managing breeders. The following
suggestions may be helpful in your program:

• Overwinter breeders in pens of 20 or more. This is more natural for
quail, and they keep warmer. If on wire in raised pens and exposed to
the cold, have drop curtains to keep wind from circulating under the
birds to avoid drafts.

• Use wire flooring for breeders to prevent exposure to internal



parasites. Ground or wood flooring with litter works well but requires
much closer observation, cleanup, and general management.

 • Blood test for pullorum before laying season. (See section on
"Breeding Stock.")

• Pair breeders 4-6 weeks before their normal laying season. The
normal, natural laying season in Mississippi begins around the
middle of March and continues to the last of September. Bobwhite
quail are monogamous (prefer one mate one cock to one hen). A ratio
of one cock to two or three hens also performs well.

 • Put breeders in individual 12- x 24-inch cages. If sectional cages
are used, have a solid partition between cages to keep cocks from
fighting. Fighting can cause egg breakage, lower fertility and
mortality even though birds are in separate cages.

 Original publication prepared by Walter S. Walker, Associate
Professor of Poultry Science, Clemson University with edition and
updated material added by Dr. Tom W. Smith, Professor of Poultry
Science, Mississippi State University.

NOTE: Due to the length of this article, it will be continued in the
next Newsletter.

____________________________________________________

Keep Your Holiday Gift Plants Beautiful All Year
The appearance of plants like poinsettias and Christmas cacti usher

in the holiday season

ATHENS, Ga. — As vibrant holiday plants begin to adorn the shelves of
hardware stores, grocery stores and garden centers, consumers are attracted to the
pinks, reds and whites atop deep green foliage, which add festive pops of color in
winter homes. The appearance of plants like poinsettias and Christmas cacti usher
in the holiday season and we love to fill our halls and entryways with their
holiday cheer. But what about after the holidays?
Most of us accept the demise of these seasonal decorations once the new year
begins. But, do we have to? Here are some simple guidelines to keep your
poinsettias and Christmas cacti healthy and ready to shine again next year.
Maintaining vigor
The best way to understand how to care for these plants is knowing where they
come from and understanding the conditions in which they evolved. Both
poinsettias and Christmas cacti have their origins in the tropical mountains of
Central and South America. Despite the common name of Christmas cactus,
neither poinsettias nor Christmas cacti are adapted to arid conditions. It is OK,
even preferable, to let soils dry out somewhat before watering, but they cannot



withstand long periods of dry soil.
Sticking your finger an inch or two into the soil or picking up your pots to see if
they are heavy or light are good, easy ways of deciding whether your plants need
to be watered. Each time you water, make sure to water deeply, soaking all of the
soil and making sure the excess water can run freely away from the pot, so that
the soil does not stay saturated.
While poinsettias will happily take a spot by a window that gets full sun,
Christmas cactus in its natural habitat lives on the trunks and branches of other
plants and prefers indirect or dappled light. This might mean placing your
Christmas cactus just to the side of a window or toward the middle of a room
instead of right on the windowsill.
Both plants will do well in average home temperatures between 65 and 75 degrees
Fahrenheit. However, avoid drastic changes in temperature, such as from a draft,
a nearby door or being in the path of air from air conditioning and heating vents.
Keeping plants beautiful
Poinsettias naturally grow as a somewhat tall and leggy shrub. In order to
maintain an attractive, bushy form, cut back your poinsettia a few times during
the year. In the early spring, cut your poinsettia back until about 6 inches of stem
remains. Once new growth begins, you can begin fertilizing with a complete
fertilizer, following the directions on the fertilizer label. Around July, remove the
top of the plants, leaving four to five leaves on each stem. If the plant becomes
leggy in early fall, this step can be repeated.
In order to signal color and bud production, both plants need “short day”
conditions, which means 12 to 14 hours of total darkness each night. Poinsettias
may require these “short days” for up to 10 weeks. This means that, beginning 10
weeks before you wish to see color, the plants will need at least 12 hours of
uninterrupted darkness each night. Be aware that even a small amount of light can
interrupt this process. Christmas cacti do not require as many short days, but
should be grown in cooler nighttime temperatures of about 50 to 60 F to initiate
bud formation. Once color begins to form on poinsettias or buds begin to form on
Christmas cacti, the signaling is complete and you can leave the plants to grow in
normal conditions.
Following these basic guidelines can allow you to enjoy those festive plants again
next holiday season.
For more information, see UGA Extension Circular 951, “Care of Holiday and
Gift Plants.”
–Laura Ney, University of Georgia 

https://extension.uga.edu/publications/detail.html?number=C951&title=Care of Holiday and Gift Plants


MCCORMICK County, S.C.
--Through a partnership between the S.C. Department of Natural Resources
(SCDNR) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a new quail focal area under
the banner of the S.C. Bobwhite Initiative has been established.
This is the fifth S.C. Bobwhite Initiative focal area, joining the Indian Creek (U.S.
Forest Service), Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge, Oak Lea (S.C. Forestry
Commission), and Webb Center Complex (SCDNR) focal areas already up and
running.
The new Bordeaux Quail Focal Area is located in McCormick County and
encompasses nearly 3,000 acres of Corps of Engineers forestlands adjacent to the
J. Strom Thurmond Lake Project. In conjunction with Corps of Engineers’
forestry, fish and wildlife staff, SCDNR Unit Biologist Cory Drennan and his
staff started habitat management activities on the area several years ago, with an
eye towards restoring pine savannah habitat beneficial to bobwhites as well as
many associated songbird species. Results are becoming evident, and designation
as a S.C. Bobwhite Initiative focal area will bring added attention and expanded
habitat work.
Habitat management activities include thinning of timber to open the canopy,
prescribed burning in small burn units, herbicide application to control hardwood
understory where needed, and establishment of brood habitat for quail in patches
and fallow fields. All of these habitat restoration techniques also improve habitat
for wild turkey, deer, and many species of other birds, small mammals,
amphibians and reptiles, and pollinators.
“Based on the vegetation response to SCDNR’s current management practices, an
increased management intensity at the Bordeaux Quail Focal Area will certainly
have a high probability of success,” said Jeff Brooks, Corps of Engineers district
wildlife biologist in the Savannah District.
Goals for the Bordeaux Quail Focal Area include: 1) restore/establish a minimum
of 1,500 acres of year-round bobwhite quail habitat that comprises more than 25
percent of the area within five years; 2) achieve a bobwhite density of a minimum
of one bird per three acres within 10 years; 3) monitor quail and associated
songbird population response through establishment of annual spring breeding-
bird point transects and fall bobwhite covey counts within the focal area; 4)
monitor hunting pressure and disturbance on quail coveys through hunter sign-in
and sign-out points across the focal area, as well as direct interaction with quail



hunters as possible; and 5) enlist interested private landowners in the area to
restore and manage habitat by providing technical guidance and assisting with
participation in federal financial incentive programs if desired.
“We have had numerous successful partnership projects with both the Savannah
and Charleston districts of the Corps of Engineers and are thrilled with the
establishment of the Bordeaux Quail Focal Area,” said Robert Boyles, SCDNR
director and chair of the S.C. Quail Council. The S.C. Quail Council is a
consortium of state and federal agencies, conservation groups, sportsmen and
landowners coordinating the S.C. Bobwhite Initiative, which is the statewide
recovery effort for bobwhite quail. The S.C. Bobwhite Initiative operates using
the principles of the larger 25-state National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative.
“We appreciate the opportunity to partner with SCDNR on this effort to restore
quality habitat beneficial to quail and so many other species,, said Mike Montone,
chief of the Corp of Engineers’ Operations Division, Savannah District.
“The cornerstone of the National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative is landscape-
level habitat restoration, and this is yet another example of focused effort in our
state under the S.C. Bobwhite Initiative,” said Emily Cope, SCDNR deputy
director of wildlife and freshwater fisheries.
“It is gratifying to see our state quail restoration efforts growing, especially
considering the National Bobwhite Conservation Initiative had its start here in
South Carolina back in 1995 with the first meeting of the Southeast Quail Study
Group, held at the Webb Wildlife Center,” said Billy Dukes, SCDNR chief of
wildlife.
For more information on the Bordeaux Quail Focal Area or the S.C. Bobwhite
Initiative, contact the SCDNR Small Game Program at (803) 734-3940 or
email scbobwhites@dnr.sc.gov. Visit the S.C. Bobwhite Initiative website
at www.scbobwhites.org.

Perfect peppers for the season. These colorful ornamental pepper cultivars were
named Christmas Lights because they have a shape reminiscent of the old-
fashioned lights used to decorate Christmas trees. Learn about the research behind
them https://go.usa.gov/xe5FR

https://lnks.gd/l/eyJhbGciOiJIUzI1NiJ9.eyJidWxsZXRpbl9saW5rX2lkIjoxMDAsInVyaSI6ImJwMjpjbGljayIsImJ1bGxldGluX2lkIjoiMjAyMTEwMDUuNDY5MzM4NjEiLCJ1cmwiOiJodHRwOi8vd3d3LnNjYm9id2hpdGVzLm9yZy8_dXRtX2NvbnRlbnQ9JnV0bV9tZWRpdW09ZW1haWwmdXRtX25hbWU9JnV0bV9zb3VyY2U9Z292ZGVsaXZlcnkmdXRtX3Rlcm09In0.N6s2gpa7ul-hcedintk4Uh16x7XJbrKz-gzP9ysAMnY/s/1832916752/br/113419593319-l
https://t.co/OtVzAPyNM8
https://t.co/OtVzAPyNM8


Secretary's Corner

Gosh, another year has almost passed us by. I can hardly believe I
have been with this association for 30 + years. What a ride the last
two years have been.....World Wide Pandemic, Cancellations, Re-
Scheduling, Washing Hands, Wearing Masks, Isolation, Hermatizing,
Gaining Belt Sizes, Vaccinations, Illnesses, and Deaths. What else
can happen to US?

I hope everyone's business was not too badly compromised by the
viral pandemic. Let's 2022 be our year of ComeBack.

I just want to wish everyone a very Merry Holiday Season. Also,
don't forget we will be having our yearly short course and conference
April 29 in Gainesville, GA at the GA Poultry Lab. Further
information will be forthcoming in future emails. I hope to see you
there.

Happy Holidays and Happy Hunting,

Dr. Gary S. Davis
www.segamebirds.us
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